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FROG FOOD FAVOURITES

he good thing about keeping frogs is that you get
to keep all those lovely insects as well. But which
ones should you lavish your time and your money
on? Unless you catch your own, your choice is
probably limited to crickets, woodies, mealworms
and flies, at least for the medium-sized and larger
frogs. There have been articles in FrogCall on raising
and keeping those delicacies, but we have never given
much clue on which is better, safer or more
convenient. Well, here is one opinion.
Did you set up your frog cage first, with feeding as an
afterthought? Did you plant the cage up nicely and then
put some woodies in? And did you watch the plants
getting eaten up by the woodies and their numerous
descendents? You may also have watched those tiny
descendents running up to the lid and out through the
airholes. Into the kitchen. Or worse still, right into the
next cage, maybe spreading frog disease from one cage
to the other. But you must admit, they did polish off
much of the dirt and dead insect bodies, and they left the
cage cleaner than when they found it. Apart from those
that drowned in the frogs’ water area and completely
polluted it.
A few simple solutions: One is don’t put any woodies in.
Put the frog in with the woodies overnight, in a mostly
bare feeding cage with a slightly damp sponge for the
frog. Or, if you have the time, put that woodie in alright
but on plastic tweezers and handfeed the frog. Or, dump
them all in if you have ground frogs that can’t get to the
Vaseline strip you have to smear around the top under
the lid. And no live plants, not much open water and not
too much sogginess. Your frogs will be growing their
own food that lives partly on the frogs’ droppings and on
other gunk in the cage.
What if your nicely planted cage has a few stray crickets
that the frogs can’t reach? Frogs seem to be keener on
crickets than on anything else; they are likely to stay
alert until the last cricket is found. And crickets are
easier than woodies on live plants, and they sing nicely.
Their best feature: They can’t climb up the glass. (If a
few manage to shimmy up the corners, stick a short
length of clear adhesive tape somewhere over the
silicone seam and watch them slide down again.) Just
don’t let them get within reach of the flyscreen in the lid,
just as with woodies. (They all bite through nylon
flyscreen; they all tempt frogs to jump at them even if
they’re sitting underneath metal flyscreen that can scrape
the frogs’ noses raw.)
The big downside is that crickets die easily, from getting
soggy and from getting their legs pulled out by other
adult crickets unless they are well spaced out. No
wonder adult crickets don’t last nearly as well as half-

grown ones. Crickets are harder to transport, harder to
store, and certainly more bothersome to breed than
woodies – and a pest to keep the ants out. Worst of all,
they jump right into the water and turn it into a rotting
broth. (The only reason frogs die so persistently and
predictably from overfeeding: knee-deep in putrid insect
corpses!) But maybe you have a dry frog cage with only
a dripping trickle, or an elaborate filter system that is
able to remove dead crickets, or a water area covered in
thick floating plants – maybe with a couple of catfish
underneath, in an aqua-terrarium, to gobble up any extra
stupid crickets. All these strategies work, by the way, but
sometimes it’s easier to resort to the separate feeding
cage.
And now comes ze vondervorm. The mealworm. A
“worm” that can be served in any smooth bowl and can’t
climb out; that couldn’t even get out of one of those pet
shop frog cages that have gaps and holes everywhere.
They’re fine as long as you keep the worm bowl in a dry
spot in the cage. But mealworms are tough and fatty
little things. Like the other frog foods, they should be
vitaminised and/or gutloaded and should be served with
other foods in rotation. Maybe after the feeding cage, the
frogs should go back to their residential cage together
with a bowl of mealworms to keep them topped up.
Mealworms are by far the cheapest of the frog foods.
They last for months with minimal care, and they breed
very slowly but very surely. With some basic care, they
are unlikely to pollute the water or to spread frog
diseases into the next cage or into your garden. (You do
dispose of waste from the mealworm bowl and from the
frog cage thoughtfully, don’t you, and not into the
garden, do you?)
With mealworms you also have to keep the ants out, and
moisture, and if you’re allergic to them, also your face
and your fingers. Because some people can be allergic to
them in a big way – as this one well knows.
Lastly, the house flies. Kitchen flies, unless your cage is
fly-proof, so you’d need to attend to that. Maybe better
to use a feeding cage for them, too. But for many years I
had a great frog aqua-terrarium with archer fish and
rainbow fish (they also like flies) and on land mostly
fake plants and a few woodies and sometimes crickets,
and a topping-up mealworm bowl. The flies kept the
frogs moving, the drowned ones were dealt with by the
fish, the corpses on land by the woodies. What I had to
remember was to give the tank’s front glass and land
area a good spray cleaning before I let the next lot of
flies loose inside.
House flies are a conundrum food. Although frogs from
around 16 mm up to Cane Toad size go after them, they
can be deadly for small tree frogs – frogs that are small
enough to climb in with the pupae through the hatching

Hon Morris Iemma
Premier of NSW
Level 40, Governor Macquarie Tower
1 Farrer Place
Sydney 2000
Dear Premier,

Rejection of direction of Coastal Regional Strategies and Planning overhaul
I am concerned at the direction of the government’s coastal planning process.
The release of the draft Lower Hunter, Far North Coast and South Coast regional strategies in their current
standardized format have angered residents and community and environment groups in those regions.
When added to the recent broader planning overhaul there is a strong perception that the Government is
only making decisions on behalf of the property industry and the Strategies have simply been adjusted to
suit the larger developers operating in those regions. In contrast real environmental and community
concerns by those that live in the regions affected are given lip service.
The current climate means that future strategies for parts of the Mid North Coast, Illawarra and Central
Coast are unlikely to be acceptable in the wider community unless they genuinely represent local
community concerns and protection of biodiversity and natural resources.
Community groups on the coast have attempted to constructively participate in the strategy process, that
the government promised would protect the coast from a wave of damaging and speculative development.
The strategies have failed to do this. The rest of the planning legislation has entrenched the problems as it
shows the Government up as having contempt for local community and environment views. There is a
need for the Government to get out into the wider community and listen to voices beyond those
representing the development industry.
Key problems of the strategies so far include:







Failure to protect areas of important native vegetation and low key settlements from massive
development proposals benefiting a few major landholders;
Inclusion of weak ‘sustainability criteria’ that allow evasion of key objectives such as ending urban
sprawl and ensuring efficient use of infrastructure, by locating close to existing centres;
Adoption of investigation zones to benefit a few major developers which only serve to invite
speculation, preemptive tree clearing and create uncertainty in the community;
The use of panels to bring back highly contentious and damaging lake and coastal foreshore
developments that have long been seen as too damaging to occur.
Lack of detailed data and maps showing natural hazards and conservation values to be avoided by
development;
Failure to account for the impacts of climate change

I am aware of lobbying by developers and that they have support from powerful members of your Cabinet.
The strategies, like much of the problematic planning overhaul, will need a major shift to bring it back to
being more representative of the whole community.
Your intervention to remedy the situation is urgently required.
Yours sincerely,

TOXIC TOADS HOPPING

FIELD TRIPS.

Bookings/Payments For Weekend Camp-outs.

With our Spring/Summer field-trips programme soon to get underway, we thought it timely to remind all members of
our rules for booking weekend camp-outs. Please remember that we have commercial arrangements with the managers
of these venues & as such, we need to organise fieldtrips on a commercial basis. This will prevent an unfair burden
being placed upon the FATS finances.
Bookings can only be made by FORWARDING PAYMENT IN FULL, IN ADVANCE. Bookings can only be
accepted in order of payment ( ‘first in, first served’ until fully booked ). Where monies are received after a fieldtrip is
fully booked, a refund will be made. Once a booking is accepted, any cancellation will result in FORFEITURE OF
PAYMENT.
Please also note that once a cancellation is made, FATS will not be obliged to provide accommodation for you should
you later change your mind & once again wish to attend the field-trip (i.e. any cancellation is considered final,
payment is immediately forfeited & accommodation is no longer allocated ). For those who do cancel, please also
remember; should FATS be able to subsequently fill the available room, it will NOT entitle the cancelling member to
a refund. Once again, ANY CANCELLATION WILL RESULT IN FORFEITURE OF PAYMENT……….THIS
MEANS NO REFUNDS !!
The FATS Committee not only welcome, but indeed encourages all members to attend fieldtrips ( particularly if they
have not previously done so). The Committee does however, urge all members to carefully consider their upcoming
commitments BEFORE booking. This will avoid unnecessary disappointment for members & both costly & timely
administrative work for committee people who volunteer their time.
If there are any queries regarding our booking procedure, please contact the Field-trips Co-ordinator.
Regards, The FATS Committee.
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FATS has public liability insurance for its various public functions. FATS members should be aware that
this insurance does not cover FATS members (it covers the public & indemnifies FATS). We are currently checking with insurance
firms to see whether a realistic group policy can be organised to cover FATS volunteers and people who attend field trips.
INSURANCE DISCLAIMER

*** DON’T FORGET *** our specialist research field trips with Graham Pyke & The Australian Museum.
Ideal for all students & serious enthusiasts. Locations at Long Reef, North Avoca & Broughton Island.
Contact the Field Trips Co-ordinator for further details 9681 5308.
FATS meetings commence at about 7.30pm and end about 10.30pm, on the first Friday of every EVEN month
(February, April, June, August, October and December), at Building 22, RANAD, Jamieson Street, Sydney
Olympic Park, (SOP) Homebush Bay. We hold six informative, informal, topical and practical meetings each year. Please

check this Frogcall for further FATS meeting information. Visitors are welcome. We are actively involved in monitoring frog
populations and other field studies, produce the newsletter FROGCALL and FROGFACTS information sheets. All expressions of
opinion and information are published on the basis that they are not to be regarded as an official opinion of the Frog and Tadpole
Study Group Committee, unless expressly so stated. Material from Frogcall MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED without the prior
consent of the Editor or President of FATS. Permission from FATS and/or author/s must be obtained prior to any commercial use
of material. The author/s and source must be fully acknowledged. Always confirm date and location of the next meeting.
A big thank you to the many FATS and committee members, especially Lothar Voigt and Andrew Nelson
for the articles, assistance in producing Frogcall, membership and envelope preparation.

